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ABSTRACT 

0ne third of the inhabitants of major cities in the Asia and 
Pacific regi0n live in Marginal settlements (i.e. slums and aquatter dwellings) 
and their number is expected to grow enormously in the future. However, 
this paper stresses the positive aspects of marginal settlements in and 
argues in favour of an integrcted policy approach aimed at upgrading rether 
than removing marginal settlements and raising the living standards of 
their inhabitants. 

Although marginal settlements· a.r.e. ::>_ften insanitary and uns-ightly, 
they are in other Ways more environmentally sound 't"han ffi':lre .~ell-t·:)-dO 
settlements, since they are assr:-ciatcd. ':lith l0w car ;)wnership, limited· 
water and energy use, and the absorptifJn fJf building materials that are 
0ften recycled. Marginal settlements als0 play an invaluable role as 
transition points-betw~en·the traditional-rural and the modern-urban 
life•style. . ..... 

The paper makes specific reference to four project aregs in which 
UNEP is providing support: three in Indonesia (two in Bandung and one in 
Surabaya) and one in the.Pnilippines (Metro Manila). The improvement 

' programmes bi· :e:ach. .co.~nity are discussed. with' ·r.eferen~~ to shelte~, water, 
sanitation, transp'ort'ation ·and ·ene:r:gy use. The projects are based on principles 
of popular participation, use of existitig'cotnm.un:i.ty_institutions, adaptati'on 
to specific conditions~ and a multisectoral ~pproach; ·tne·key role of 
training programmes in various different fields and at different levels is 
brought out ,'Jhe applicability <Jf these prinCiples t::> improvement pre>grammes 
in many other major cities in the region' is emphasized. · 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
I 

There is a general presumption that slums and squatter settlerrents 

are a blight on the urban scene and that they have an undesirable impact on ., 
the urban environment. However~ a little reflection on the life-style of 

' 
marginal settlements dwellers leads to the conclusion that the negative environ-

mental impact is in fact primarily internal and that~ in a more fundamental 

sense~ slums and squatter settlements are less. environmentally destructive 

than more well-to-do urban settlements. 

As examples it may be pointed out that marginal settlement dwellers 

seldom 0~1 private cars and~ therefore, do not add to the pollution caused by 

auto exhausts nor require much land for roads and parking spaces. Water use 

and, thereforgs pollution of water is extremely low. Ele~trical power is used 
.\ 

only for essential li.ghting, if at all, and coooking is generally done with 
~ ,. 

kerosene, wood or even cowdung, whicheve.r is cheapest and most abundant. The 

land used per family in such settlements is substantially less than in more 

affluent neighbourhoods. The type of construction materials are generally 

impermanent and renewable, such as wood and bamboo, and often they are 

recycled materials. 

This is not to say that there are no negative environmental effects. 

Indeed, i~ is the foul odour and disease caused by improper disposal of garbage 

and sewage, the unsightly condition of dilapidated houses. and the disorderly 

appearance of s~ch communities which make them an eyesore for the larger 

community. However, other than the negative aesthetic effects and some com-
, : ·;· 

municable dis~ases that may be transmitted to the larger society, the impact 

of the poor environment is a~most entirely on the marginal settlement residents 
·~:; ~ ~ 

themselves. Environmental problems of slums and squatter areas are essentially 

internal and' the environmental impact on the city as a whole may be less than 

it would be if the same population were living in more conventional communities. 

Seen in this way, the larger urban and over-all environment may be 

better served by cons~rvation of such communities than by replacing them with 

conventional communities. Of course, the internal environmental conditions of 

such communities must be improved, but hopefully, this will not be done simp.ly 

by creating high resource using, environmentally-destructive, conventional 

communi ties. The problem is to improve undesirable eocio .. ~c~nomic and environ

mental conditions within marginal settlements while retaining their low resource 

using life~style. 

/This 
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This paper is based on the experience of Indonesian and Philippine 

projects to d~monstra.te an 11 integrated approach for 5.mprovement of slums 

and mar8inal settlements''. The projects are largely funded by the United 

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and. receive some technical support 

from the United Nations Centre for Human Settlements. The projects seek 

to transform marginal settlements by a simultaneous attack on the many 

problems facing such communities. 

rn·attempting to describe these projects one is irresistably 

drawn to the analogy of the four blind men and an elephant. As with 

the blind men who variously describe an elephant {as like a snake, a tree 

etc.), the observers of these projects may come away with many different 

impressions. Some see them as experiments in esoteric technologie,s .(solar 

energy device~, biogas digesters, sewage and garbage recycling, sulphur 

houses etc.); some see them ar;; sites and services or housing projects; 

yet others see them as so.cial work or community and economic development 

projects. In fact, they are all of these, Like the elephant, these 

projects are an assembly of components some of which seem irrelevant but 

each of which is intended to serve an important function, 

However, the essence of the projects is not found in any or all 

of the assorted ~omponents but rather in the objectives and principles on 

which they are based, Therefore, this paper first examines the marginal 

settlement problem and the conceptual framewor.k of the projects before 

proceeding to the more deteiled discussion of those components which 

together comprise the strategy for altering the life-style of the urban 
' poor who reside in marginal settlements by an integrated environmental and 

socio-economic development programme. 

II. THE MA...~GINAL SETTLEMENT "PROBLEM" 

One third of the.inhabitants of rnajor'cities in the developing 

countries of the Asia and Pacific region live· in marginal settlements. 

These settlements are growing at about twice the rate of the urban population 

as a whole, and four times the rate of the total population. With 70 to 80 

per cent of the Asia1.'l""population still living in rural areas, it is reasonable 

to expect current tr~nds in migration to urban areas, and. in growth' of 

marginal settlements in particular, to continue for several decades. 

/During 



During this period, many of the cities of this region will grow to over 

10 million inhabitants of which one third to one half will be living in 

marginal settlements. For the purposes of·· this paper, marginal settlements 

is a generic term which includes the illegal or uncontrolled settlements 

knovm by many local names such as kampungs in Indonesia, bust~ in Calcutta, 

favelas and barriadas in Latin America etc. The term marginal s12ttl~ment 

is not exactly syno·nymous with theS(;! more specific terms. 

\•Jhile the characteri sties of marginal settlements are extremely 

varied, they can generally be dea,cribed a::; primarily residential communi ties 

which are populated by low to middle income residents but which generally 

lack municipal infrastructure and social services and develop outside the 

formal urbanization process. One di.~tinguishing characteristic of many 

marginal settlements is thEir function as a transition point between the 

traditional-rural and the modern~urban life-style. It is the place where 

the.worker moves from the independent and generalized role of a farmer or 

craftsman to a more specialized urban occupation in which he becomes more 

dependent on a cash income to purchase food and essential services. The 

marginal settlement with its informal cottage industries is often as much 

a place of work as it is a residence. Marginal settlement dwellers are 

also moving s?cially from a socie~y based on tradition and. personal 

relationships to one based on legal and institutional relationahips. They 

live at the ideological, economic and geographic interface between the 

modern and traditional sectors and are undergoing rapid changes in 

life-styles and ideologies. 

The physical, economic, social and other characteristics of marginal 

settlements vary a great deal. Even within the same city there may be 

marginal settlerr£nts which are highly industrial and others that are 

entirely residential. Some may be pol,itically active and;others not at 

all concerned with politics. Some may have high crime rates and others may 

be safer than wealthy neighbourhoods. Some may be shanty towns and other 

may have permanent structures that have existed for decades. Employment and 

income levels also vary considerably from one marginal settlement to 

another, although they generally have lower than average incooes. Marginal 

settlements play an important role in the nations and cities of the region. 

They provide affordaQle homes for millions of low-paid people who are 

employed as casual labourers, hawkers, worker in traditional and modern 

industries, 'domestic serva~ts or low-level civil servants. The informal 

/sector 
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sector enterprises provide services and products for all segments of society 

often ct costs ~ubntantially belmv those prov:'_ded by m9dern enterprises. 

They are training grounds for new u~ban citizens ahd workers who ·are vital 
• '1 • 

to the ·development and function:i,ng of the urban econ9tny. In ten1s of 

population, th~y constitut.= the main form o-f urban growth in most developing 

countries. 

If these corrmunities are understood, recognized, and encouraged to 

participate in their own and the city's development, they can be an 

important positive force, but they can be a source of social, political 

and other problems if they are ignored or suppressed. Only a· pol{.cy that 

provide's alternatives to, and/ or guidance for, the long-term evolution -

of existing marginal settlements can s.uccessfully cope :with the. problems ·of ., .. 
these areas. .It is doubtful that they could ever be fully eiiminated, and 

it is difficult to see what alt~r~~ive could effectively replace.them 

given the conditions of poverty in most developing countries of the region. 

It can even be nrgued that marginal settlement formation.is the most 

appropriate .and perhaps the only way urbanization can be achieved for the 

low income majority in the developing countr~es o~ the region. If this 

argument is accepted, then•government efforts should be directed at guiding 

and assisting marginal settlement ·formation and 'development r.ather than 

preventing it. However, most governments 'in the regio'n have attempted to 

restrict growth of marginal se-ttlements e:i:ther through direct measures or 

policies to slow or redirect urbanization in general. 

Policies to deal with marginal settlements have developed through 

a series of different approaches. Initially many city governments took the 

obvious but unsuccessful and politically unpopular approach of si~ply 

destroying marginal settle~ents. In·response to growing political pressure, 

and with the. realization that marginal settlements were being rebuilt faster 

than they could be destroyed, governments .attempted to provide a variety 

of alternatives to residents of marginal settlements displaced by the 

continuing policy o.f destruction and clearance. However,· the alternatives· 

provided were either expensive, unsuccessful or botn. Clearance and: 

rehousing in mul.ti-storey flats was done at a, cost· substantially more than 

could. be repaid by residents of marginal settlements; and.ther~fore required 

a heavy subsidy which few governments· could afford.· .clearance and· reset-

tlement in distant. sites and services_ areas was a cheaper alternative but 

economic .and social dislocation was severe· and those- resettled ·often .return 

to the marginal settlements of the city. 

/Recently, 
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I 

Recently, a nur.iber: of governme~ts have begun to accept marginal 

settlements as an inescapable part of the urbanization process and have 

begun prpgramraes of on~site ioprovement rather than ciearance. In Calcutta 

and Jakarta substantial on-site improvement prograiT~es were begun -in the 

1960s. Their programmes, and more recent ones in Seoul, r'ianila, Bangkok 

and other places, have provided minimal urban ·infrastructure and services 

in marginal settlements while retaining most of the existing housing stoclt. 

The lov1er cost and the mi~imal social and economic dislocation of the progr,ammes 

has shown that this is the most viable alternative open to policy makers 

i.n most cities of the region. Hhil2 relocation and clearance is inevitable 

and necessary for some strategically located marginal settlements; on-site 

improvement is.the most appropriate alternative for the vast majority; 

1II, . THE CONCEPT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF INTEGRATED IMPR:OVEME~T 

Altho\igh on-site improvement of margirp~.- settleo.ents has been· s.hown 

to be preferable to other alternatives offered, it has also been subject to 

con.siderabl~ ;criticism when impleme.nted on a large scale. Initial efforts 

at ,.physical .improvement have often been car~ied o~t without ~ufhdiJrit · 
I 

consideration for. the characteristics of individual marginal settlement 

co~muniti~s. The physical improvements sometimes did not bring about 

improvements in other aspects of the community. and consequently were 

subject to poor maintenance and rapid deterioration in many cases. 

Gradually, more sensitive. and effective methods have been developed. 

However, the non~physical aspects of tnarginal settlements are still 

largely ignored. Even physical improvements, particularly for sewage 

disposal and treatment, are often of a standard more appropriate to high 

income settlements. In these aspects of marginal settlement improvement 

there is still much to l~arn. The Ul~P-assisted demonstration projects for 
11an integrated approach for improvement of slums and marginal settlements 

in Indonesia and the Philippines",are intended to demonstrate a new 
f 

approach to resolve problems that have arisen in projects for on-site 

marginal settlement improvement. 

The integrated approach for marginal settlement impro~ement seeks 

to br:ltlg 'about improveme~ts' in all. aspects of the community through 

integrated planning, imp~ementatio~ and management of a broad range of 

physical, socio-economic,and community development components. The concept 

of the integrated approach is based on the following assumptions: marginal 

settlement problems are an interrelated complex of social, economic, 

/political 
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political, legal and environmental as "'ell as physical elements; there 

is great variation in the characteristi-cs of different marginal settlements; 

residents should be involved in planning and in~plementation of improvement 

projects and contribute to them; and long~term integration of the marginal 

settlement with the larger urban community requires that arrnngements for . 

improvement measures be made through existin~ institutions. 

The characteristics of integrated improvement flows from the 

assumptions noted above. It must have a broad, r.1ultisectoral mix of potential 

componehts or activities that can be adjusted to the specific cbnditions 

of each matgi~al settlement. Activities should beco-ordinated in location 

and t!ming to maximize positive interrelationships and minimize negative 

impact~1 .~oject management should ~2ximize the participation of the 

community both in planning and implementation. Finally; projects should 

be carried out primarily through existing institutions to assure replicability. 

The basic steps for carrying out a programme of integrated improvement 

are. indicated below. Of course, these. afc not deacrctc ee~uendnl activities, 

but rather the highlights of a complex, ~volving process of institutional 

development "'hich takes place through a series of "individual projects. 

Demonstration projects create the need for and qclp to initiate this 

process of institutional development. The process can be divided into the 

following steps: 

(a) Establishment of insti tuti.onal structures which make. possible 

co-ordinated pmnning and implementation; 

. (b) IdentiHcation and analysis of potential c_ornpor.ents in each 

sector for an inprovement programme; 

(c) Preliminary survey and selection of communities; 

(d) Consultation with co~nunities and establishment of institutional 

basis for continuous consultation; 

(e) Detailed physical, social and economic survey of each of the 

selected communities; 

(f) Integrated area plan drmvn up in consultation with community 

and collabora~ing agencies; 

(g) Time and location scheduling of activities in co-operation 

with community agencies; 

(h) Establishment of a monitoring and evaluation system for 

continuing revision and improvement during implementatio~. 

/As 
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As will be shown below, theZ'e are numerous difficulties that can 

arise in trying to carry out this complex but seemingly logical and necessary 

set of activities. Rather than go into the reasons and oethodology for 

, each step at .this point, it seems more fruitful to describe the demonstrati. on 

projects· and the problems encountered in c4rrying out socio-economic and 
I 

environmental improvement. 

IV. THE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS 

Demonstration projects based on the above concepts are being 

carried-out in four communities; three in Indonesia (two in Bandung, one 

in Surabaya) and one in the Philippin~s (Que~on City, Metro Manila). The 

projects have, as far·as.possible, been carried out according to:the 

theoretical concepts describod above. They have involved the people of the 

community not only in planning and implementation but also in surveys 

and evaluation. Existing institutions have been encouraged·to participate 

... and __ take __ oyer pr:ojec~· activities \'7here possible. Surveys .and consultations 
. ' i 

were used to adapt the project to local conditions. A broad mix of 

'socio-economic as we 11 as physical conponents were introduc'ed. The large 

·h~~b~~ ·~£-components made it necessary to group them to ma!~e the p:roject 
I 

more ·manageable. The way the conpo~ents were grouped for the philippines 

project- is -·s·~own ·-i~ the following chart (.figure 1). 

The great differences ?mong the various cor:ununities required 

different strategies in nearly ali aspects of the improvement programmes. 

'To understand the reasons. for the dj_fferent strategies it- is necessary. to 

understand something about each community. The characteristics of each of 

the project. co~u~i.tie!s is described below. 
i . 

Barrio·Escopa in Quezon City, Metro Manila is a very dense 

squatter settlement' of about 8,000 people built on six hectares of 

..... governme·ri·t~owneq ·x_and. It is a well established urban community that has 

existed for over 30 years. Most of the inhabitants are ~mployed ou~side 

the community.· in various types of low~wage work. Hmwver, there . ~re a 

- · number of- middl'e income people who have remained in the comrm.ini'ty ar_id' a 
' . ' 

·· few snnll cottage industries. Physically it is obviously over-crowded, . -
not -planned and tnost of the buildings are in very poor .crondi.tion. 

\,. M ~ 0 0' ~ ._ 0 0 

The municipal services are a new health centre, a ·few water- taps of which 

only 'two work and weekly garbage collection. There is no organized 

sewage disposal system. The community is surrounded by high income 

/Figure l. 
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FIGURE 1. 
' PROJECT COl,fPONENT CPtART 
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residential areas on two side~, a government housing project ancl. a social 

welfare centre. Both the existing cormnunity and the undeveloped four 

hectare reset.tlement sit:e on ·the other side of the Social vJe lfare Centre 

are located on the crest of a hill overlooking a broad valley. The city 

government of Quezon City had developed plans for their own comprehensive 

improvement of this community, and, therefore, the ~lliP~assisted project 

is complerrie·ntary to and integrated ·w·ith the city's ovm plan. 

Cikutra is a heterogenous cornnunity of about 30,000 people covering 

131 hectares on the east site of Bandung. It includes a sr.~ll high and 

middle incor.re business corilr.1Uni ty m::·ound Cicadas Narket and along the main 

road, and pockets of middle-income residents in well layed-out neighbournoods; 

but mostly it is a mixture of predominantly low-incor~ families in typically 

uncontrolled kampungs. The construction of a new northern through-road 
• ' I ' 

is opening up new lands for developme~t in part of the community. The form· 

of the built-up.area of Cikutra is irregular, and large areas have been 

left as o~en'pockets. The infrastructure in the unplanned areas is poorly 

developed ~7ith no sewage systerJ and only a few piped water connexions. The 

existence of e ·better educated class with higher income (17 per cent have 

high school education and only half are considered lew income) has given 

CH:.utra a source of informal leadership which makes the LSu (village council) 

more effective. Gikutra has often taken the initiative to improve its own 

conditions, and it is responsive to the improvement project. 

Babakan Surabaya is a low~income community of about 25,000 people 

located on the cast site of Ban.dung adjacent to Cikutra. The settlement 

has on elongated form following the. ma~n north-south access road. The 

community is sharply divided into two parts: the bui~t up area (60 ha.) 

along the road, and t_he open area (90 ha.) in the back of it. The new 

road in the southern part of Babal<an Surabaya which goes to the new 

district centre has induced the developme~t of a few houses of a relatively · 

high quality in this ar~a. Othe~vise the old part of BabaY~n Surabaya 

is a more or less homogeneous lo\v~income residential community with a few 

raiddle.-income houses intermingled .without definite bounderies. The worst 

part in terms of environmentel, housing, and economic conditions is the 

most .northern part. About half of the households are in the low-income 

group and only 10 per cent of the population have more tha.n elementary 

education. 3abalum Surabaya lies adjacent to a tilarket and a large industrial 

area. l'llithin the community itself there are a number of factories end many 

small home industries including textile manufacturing plants. 

/Kedungdoro 
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Kedungdoro is a community with 30,000 inhabitants, located right 

in the middle of the Surabaya central business district. The community 

covers 115 hectares and is bounded on all sides by roads, of which two are 

main arteries. Kedungdoro, in a sense, resembles a nutshell with the 

perrnanent structures of the high-income housing and commercial area along 

the roads encircling the temporary structures of the lo.,7~income community. 

In terms of economic levels, the comwunity is only slightly belmv the 

average for the city, but about 75 per cent of the populatio!1 have incoraes 

below ~US 100 per month. Because of the annual flood problem Kedungdoro 

received high priority in the Kanpung Improvement Prograrnme {laP) which was 

started in Kedungdoro in 1977 and is n'ow enterinr; its second phase. The 
' 

r~P consists mainly of physical improvement activities, such as road surfacing, 

drainage ditches, water suppl¥ extension, public toilet construction and 

garbage collection equipment. The UNEP-assisted project has been conceived 

as being· complementary to the infrastructure improvement under the KIP. 

Fortunately, large tracts of land in Kedungdoro are government-owned. A new 

government policy has been issued to grant title to those who have occupied 

the land for a minimum of five years. Under this policy, residents should 

comply with the city plan. In this case, the UNEP project can work within 

this policy to contribute to the transformation of the area into a more 

orderly and healthy c~mmunity. 

V. ENVIRONMENTAL IJV.tPROVEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY ASPECTS 

1. Shelter 

The general strategy for home improvepent in these projects is to 

stinulate, support and guide, but.not to build.houses for people. Even 

where model units and core houses are built, they are built as much as 

possible by the people themselves. The objectives of the projects in this 

area are ·not only to improve the physical conditions. of the houses but to 

increase security of tenure; institutionalize home inprovement loan schemes, 

rationalize land use, and encourage the use of improved building methods 

and materials. The principles on which the over-all projects are based are 

also_applied in fostering home improvement within the projects, i.e. maximum 

participation of the people, use of existing institutions, adaptatton to 

specific conditions of each community, and use of a multisectoral 

approach to the problem. Each of the project sites have called for 

somewhat different emphasis, methods and techniques. However, all of 

the sites have used a strategy which has combined some form of increased 

/security 
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security of. t~nure as an ~ncentive, a loan scheme for financial support, 

and technical assistance in rationalizing land use and improving building 
~ 1 ' 

methods, .. designs and ~~e;rials. 
~ . ' 

Increasing ·tenure security 

Increasing tenure security can be achieved in a variety of·ways. 

The most obvious and ciear-cut is to award free and clea~ titles to the 
' . 

land. This is being done in the Philippines project and in part of the 

Surabaya project in Indonesia. HmJevElr, this method can only be used 

where land tities are clear and heid by the government or a few identifiable 

persons or agencies. Even where· these conditions exist it is a complex . ' 

problem that involves time consuming negotiations on lQt sizes, locations, 
I 

cost and ownership. In some cases, as in all of the Irj,donesian,,project 
. . 

sites, land titles are uriclear and widely dispersed so that s9~e other 

means of increasing tenure -security must be sought. The pr;nciple ~eans 

employed in'this case is through issuing formal recognition that ~h area 

conforms to the city and village plan. This assures the resident that 

he will not be subject to relocation, except through formal. expropri~tion 

and compensat_ion procedures. -Recognition of. conformity to the village 
~ :.~ j''i~· ·::: :: ... : ·:. ·: . .. . • . . . { ' . ., . 

plan·· i:s- a ·--fairly -simple p:r:ocedure that does not' :r·e.quiJ;e clear land ··titles 

or conformity with building codes. In Indonesia:, it is the easiest way 

to increase security of tenure and it is very useful in organizing· popular 

participation using social pressure for la~d-use rationalization. 

Loan schemes 

The home improvement loan schemes vary somewhat in their organization 

structures, but the main difference has been in the loan __ terms in the two 

countries. In all project communitie~ a saving and loan co-operative·~~s 

b<;:en established. This co-operative will handle small business and 

personal loans as well as home improvement loans. In all cases the 

co~operative membership is limited -~o the project commu~ity. Another 

similarity is that each co-operative was established first with funds 

collected from the members a_nd initially used only for very small personal 

loans tq members. In this way, they have gained experience and a sense . - . 
of self-reliance before external funds were provided for larger business 

' . 
and h~e improvement loans. 

/Although 
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Although the amount of training and technical"assistance needed 

to establish the co-operatives varied considerably between the countries 

and among the different communities, the conditions of cembership and 
. . 

lending policies were primarily suggested and established by the co-operatives 

own members and Board of Directors. All set interest rates on personal 

loans at or slightly above prevailing interest rates for bank loans. They 

also set strict rules to assure prompt repayment, and,_within the context 

of the community, established clear guarantee or collateral requirements. 

The actual inter~st rates and terms of loans were quite different because 

of the great differences between the market interest rates and existing 

financial institutions in the two countries. 

· In the Philippines, long-term mortgage lending is. a long established 

practice and the market interest rate is about 12-18 per cent per annum. 

The Barrio Escopa co-operative has decided to make all loans at 12 per cent 

interest per annum, the only exception will be loans for experimental and. 

demonstration houses constructe-d or repaired with UNEP project funds. 

These loans will be provided at 6 per cent per annum, to provide an incentive 

for the use of new or experimental designs, method and materials. Repayment 

terms for loans of different types are: 

Type of loan 

Demonstration housing 

Housing mortgage 

Business 

Personal 

Maximum size. 

5;500 pesos .. • 

8,000 pes9s 

100% of deposit 
and/ or 50% of 
value collateral 
property 

100 pesos 

Note: $US 1 = 7.3 pesos. 

. Term 

10 years 

25 years 

1-2 years 

1 year 

1 month max. 

Frequency 

mont;hly 

monthly 

monthly 

semi-monthly 

weekly 

In Indonesia the market rates of interest are very high varying from 

18-20 per cent per annum for large corporate borrowers to 6 per cent per 

month (72 per cent per year) for loans to retailers from the city owned 

market banks. Some subsidized housing mortgage loans are made available by · 

the. National Savings Loans Bank (BTN) at 12 per cent annum but otherwise 

only construction loans are available at from 20-30 ·per cent per annum. 
. . ~ 

Faced with these conditions, the co-operatives have decided on interest 
~' , \; I ~. 

rates of five per cent per month, (60 per cent per year) on personal small 

loans and two per cent per month (24 per cent per year) on housing or business 

loans. In.addition a small uniform service fee (Rp 200) is collected each 

month. Repayment terms of various types of loans are as follows: 
/Type 

l 
I 
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Type of lRl)n Maximum emoutlt Teri:l Frequen~y 

Home improvement Rp. 200,000 2 years monthly 
' Business 200,000 1-2 years monthly 

Personal 10,000 3 months weekly 

Note: $US 1 = Rp 623 • .....--
Technical Assistance 

Sever~l types of technical assistance are offered under the projects: 

model houses, site-planning services for neighbourhoods and construct'ion 

advice and design assistance to individual home owners. The scale and 
:: . 

intensity of these services and assistance are much higher in the Philippines 
: .... , 

i. . • 

project whe,re a much smaller number of families and housing units are being 

covered. .. 

M~de-t:;housing_ un~te_s are being built to demonstrate improved aesign 

.~oncepts, building materials and ccnstruction techniques. In the Barrio ' 

Esc_opa rese.~~lement site in the Philippines, fifty demonstration' core houses 
• I 

are bein& built mostly through self-help methods. A variety of designs 

including single family, duplex, quadruplex and row housing are being 

demonstrated. In addition, several.ne~ .building materials and building systems 
~ 

are being· tried including sulphur, interlo_cking block and rationalized use 

of recycled scrap• .In addition to these core houses, homes on the existing 

site will be u~ed.as demonstration:units. for ho~ improvement and repair. 

Mod'~ls for home improvement in the Indonesia projects are in· the 

form of rehabilitated or newly constructed- .houses or· other buildings ·which 

are being use'd as field sta~ions or mini-coinmunity centres. These· are 

desi_gned by project consultants and built uslng guided self-help to 

intrbduce impr~ved' building materials and construction methods·. The 

initial one hundred houses improved under the load schemes will a-lso 

rece:lve. technical assi$'tance and therefor.e have some demonstration effe.ct 

on .the larger conunun;L_ty as we 11. 

Site planning· services ate· linked very closely with the issue of 

tenure security •. Site· planning .services of the project consult~nts are 

used to initiate a process of mu.tual planning. and accomiQ.odq~ion between 
_, 

the community residents· and the ci-ty government. The end re,sult is .an 

a·greement on land use that is acceptable to bo_th parties, and can, 

therefore, be the basi& for legalization of land titles and/or recog~ition 

of conformity with city planning for t;he area. Once this process.is completed 

in several demonstration areas, the intermediary role of the proj~ct 

consultants is reduced ~nd. then e~iminated. · In the Ph~lippi~~s, additional 

site planning services were provided to suggest alternative plans for the 

resettlement site which was previously unoccupied and undeveloped land. 
/Technical 



Technical assistance to individual home owners takes several forms. 

Initially a detailed analysis of the existing structure and an interview with 
.' .. 

the owner and-f..~r-· tenant .is. undertaken to identify . the type of imp~ov_e~ents 

that are appropriate. This detailed survey is conducted ~or all-.;tiouses"1in 

the Philippines project, but in Indonesia it is done only for. houses -in the .. 
' ' ·' 

demonstration areas unless specific.requests for assistance·are received. 
' 

Suggestions on design, appropriate ~aterials and construction methods are 
. . . 

then m~de by t.he consultant. If it is felt necessary, or where' a specific . . . . 
request. is made, further advice may be provided during i·act;ual construction.- · --
t . . . . . . I ' . ': . ' ' " ' ' • 

Finally the consultants will inspect the completed improvements. Tile city-· 
. . 

gover~nt,,wher~ building permits are involved, will eventually take over 

the approval of plans and inspection of results. Where loans are made from 
' : 

the savings and loan co~operative, it will approve plans and inspect completed 
; . 

work. Thus, the consultant 1 s role will agai.n be reduced and everltually 

eliminated. 
- I 

2. Water and sanitation 

. The water supply·situation and problems differ in each community •. 

Barrio Escopa has only two wat~r taps ·which work·intermittently. Consequently . 
water is e majpr problem; there are long ~ines of water containers and a two 

or three-hour wait to get the .maximum daily allowance of three buckets per 

family~ Cikutra and Babak~n Surapaya in Bandung have municipal water service 

for 20 per cent: of. the-population and the remainQer rely on hand-dug 15 metre 

deep wells, all of which are contaminateq •. Kedungdoro has over 60 per cent of 

the population ... obtaining their water directly from the city's piped system 

and the remainder by water ·from water carriers. 

Several methods are being tried to overcome this problem: .see~ing a 

more rapid extension of piped water into the communities, encouraging_ multiple 

use of water, improving existing wells., and _c9llecting ra~n _water. 

Alth~ugh an absolute increase in water use is an essential element in 

improving the physical envftonmetital c-onditions in these communities, ther-e is 
' a conscious effort to conserve water through multiple use.. For example, rain 

water and recycled water can be used for washing, flushing toilets and watering 
' 

gardens so that a· minimum of pure water will be needed •. ,Underground water . 

storage containers for ra:i.n.water from nearby ·roof tops have been installed. 

Bathrooms have been arranged to facilitate the use of waste bathwater for 

flushing toilets. 
. . 

'Non•water toilets are being tested. 

/lncreasing 
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.· In~rea~ing_the supplies of water is being done by organizing 
• 'j .... ' 

c~nity grm~p~ to collectiye~~ pay for new water connexions in Surabaya, 

~nd, by_ improving existing_ well~. in Ba~dung •. · Exi_sting ~ehs are being litled 
w~_tp fe~ro-ce.ment ri.pgs to a depth of six metres, and simple filters are 

being introduced. _In Mani}a, the ~otal city water supply system is being 
. .. ~ . 

. imp.roved. with World Bank and Asian Development Bank financing so a system 
• • • ,1' • 

_ . con~.ect~d to eac}l house is ~eing installed. 

The disposal and tre.atment of waste water including sewage is· a 

major problem in the project communities. Currently the~e is no common 

sewage disposal. system in an)f of the communities _and flooding because of 

poor draii:la_ge is also a c~on problem. Several different alternatives 

are being. tried in each community because· of the differing conditions. · 
·~ ' 

The simplest sewage qisposal technology pe~ng used is a mode~tly 
' ·"'-' 'C.! ' 

improved -pit 'latrine. in Band,ung where the low water table and good soil 

conditions make thh solution acceptable. A slightly mor_e expensive, 

sophisticated and, interesting system being tried i~ the Bandung and 

Manila proje~ts is a fresh water aquaculture system. The syste~.b~~i~ally 

consists· 0f the following stages.: . a settling tank for anaerob,_c digestion 

(potentially.generating biogas); ~n oxidation pond, an algae pond, a fish

pond,- and· a•.vegetable garden. This system requires considerable land area. 

However, existing fishponds and water .veget~ble gardens in the Bandung 

sites make it feasible there, and an unbuildable drainage ravine on the 

resettlement site in the MBnila project can be used for this purpose. 
. :·.-~~ . 

Several types of public toilets are also ~eing installed. A few are 
. .. ) .. i ~ ? . J 

biogas generating or. cqmposting type toilets, but sq far the re.sults 
' • } I' ~ I ; ~ .. ' 

indicate that these may be too expensive and too difficult to manage ··· 
. .: . . . . ..... , ;• . 

i.n. this .type_ of pr_oj ect •. 

· Where .possible sewage treated by .pr:oducts will be re~yc~ed .a,s 
. . . 

fertili~e~s to increase food production withi~:the communities. _M~l~ipl~ 

use of the spaces required for sewage treatment are also planned such.Jas 
' 1 '1 ' I 

use of fishponds and .g.arcfens ·as par·f· of --:r~crea1:·ion areas. Even the 

cement tops of underground tanks can be used as play areas • 
... : ... ;-. 

/Dra:itia.ge 
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Drainage improvements are an essential element of environmental 

improve~ent. This is a fairly straightforward problem and the only interesting 

innovation has be~n to place the drainage ditches in the centre of pathways 

so that the removable covers would double as paving stones for the pathway. 

This also saves space, makes disposal of garpage in drains more difficult, 

and eliminates injuries from falling in open drains. However, it has also 

been pointed out that covered drains are more. difficult to clean and maintain. 

The infrastructure improvements under the World Bank assisted Kampung Improve

ment ·Progratpme in Indonesia still use open drains on:both sides of footpaths 

and roads. 

Garbage disposal in drainage ditches and open spaces is a major 

probl_em, i.n, the Indonesian Kampungs. This widespread habit is partly due to 

the lack of an adequate garba.ge dis·posal system in the cities. Thus, not 

only was an improved collection system needed, but also some acceptable 

means of disposing·or recycling some portion of the garbage within the 

community. One interesting fact is that about 90 per cent of -the garbage 

in the Indonesia.n communities is organic. ·Therefore, separate recycling 

of inorganic waste (which is already done by scavengers on a profitable 

basis for can, bottles, papers and sometimes plastics) was not tried. 

Instead some small open composting plants are being tried out. In the 

meantime, the additionnl garbage collected by the improved collection 

system us'ing hand drawn carts is being trucked out to the city 1·s land•fill 

sites. 

In Manila, a comprehensive garbage.recycling system is being set up 

using "eco·a~des" to collect garbage and recycle and market the various 

by-products. The existence of a successful scrap dealer in the community 

and the initial feasibility studies and marketing efforts seem to indicate 

that this system may be self-sustaining. The waste management consultant 

has also provided extensive environmental sanitation training for residents 

as well as those directly involved in· the garba_ge recyc~ing busines·s. 

3. Transportation and energy use 

The existing networks of pathways a!e being maintained as the 

prf:ncipal means of circula.tion in the connnunities. Only a few new road . . . 
links are being built in conjunction with the projects, but the great 

majority of houses will not have direct road access. This is a conscious 

decision to (e) reduce costs, (b)-reduce land used in road right-of-ways, 

/(c) 
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· (c) reduce· specu-lative increases in property values·,' (d) reduce displacemert't 
. ' 

of ~oar· residents ·by re~re well-to~p outsiders, and (e) reduce autbmobile 

tr~ffic and the pollution and energy use associated with· it. 

To compensate for this lack of direct J r· . . 

paved, _w_ide:ned and _cut through to _m'ake a .more 

st.ree~. access, p_athways_ are 

effic~ent pedestrhin. syst.em. 
' ' t • .' ~ 

In ~ddition, improved carts will proV:,ide the mea.ns to cart out garbage, and 

transport materials. in Indonesia bicycles and pedicabs (becaks) are already 

a common means of transpbrtation·on the. pathways of these commuriities. 

All of the. co~niti~s have access to adequate Public transportation 

on 'the· main roads· "to7hich.bord·er the coromUnity.· Aside· froth. buses run by' 

municipal' governments there are_-. a variety of privately oWned. j ee.pneys, 
. . - ' . . . . - . t',' l 

oplets, and three-wheeled vehicles'which provide a cheap and flexible me~s 
' . 

of transportati::m. A few residents 'of the project. commu.nities own and 

operate these types of vehic'te.· Howeve·r, 'the principal means of transpol:'tation 

inter?ally is walking·, which _is facilitat~d ·and encouraged by improving paths, 
I ··' '· (.' . . 

encouraging small local shops· and designing community facilities within easy 

walking distance~, In these ways, energy use for transportation is ·minimized. 

Efforts 'to introduce non-conventiona·l, environmentally-desirable 
- . 

energy sources include solar water-heaters, solar dryers, solar pumps, and 

biog'a~ dige- tcrs. Other devices we·.-e ~lso considered! but many are clearly 

too expensive to use' in this type of project. Of thos·e devices introduced 

·sobE!~ ·such as the solar pump, have also been shown to be too expensive and 

impractical. Others such as 'the solar water-heaters are practical but have 

limited application in low income communities.' 

The introduction of such.devices has not been effective in reducing 
' . ': ... 

ene:rgy consumption fr_om other sources, b~t rather in creating new or improved 

en~rgy applicati~ns. For example, simele and inexpensive solar dr~ers can 
. . / 
gre~tly improve food normally .~xposed dirC;ctly for s_un dryi~g by reducing 

insect iq.festation. and drying time. These devices have _a,lso been used by 

a fe'-1 residents for drytti·g clothes. The solar wat~r-heaters used in healt;h 

centres have introduced the use of hot water for bathing and washing where 

it "to7as previously done "{•lith ·cohf ~ater.- .. - -..... · 

/In 

·'·, 
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Inlfact, the level of energy consumption in these marginal settlements 

is alreadylso low that the priority ~son increasing consumption (for example, 

for essenti:·al l~ghting) rather than seeking means to reduce it. Some improve

ments may be made ip. cooking equipment and lighting fixtures to make them 

more energy efficient, but the current low level of use means little energy 

would actually be conserved. The main objective of these components is to 

establish energy efficiefit' and non-polluting practices in the future • 
. ,·: 

VI. STRATEGY FOR SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

The socio-economic development components of the demonstration 

projects are intended to complement and support improvement of physical 
' 

infrastructure in marginal settl~ments being carried out under World Bank 

financed urban projects in M~nila and Surabaya and by the ·Asian Development 

Bank in Bandung. Similar physical infrastructure improvement projects are 

being carried out with international financial support in many other major 

cities in the deve~oping countries of the Asia and Pacific region. Therefore, 

th.e methods and techniques developed in these de~nstration projects have 

consideraple potential for region wide ap~lication •. 
I 

· The socio~economic component~ together comp+ise a strategy to alter 

thelife-style of the urban poor. Specifically the objectives are to increase 

and stabilize employment and incomes; increase the awareness and alter the 

Qehaviour of the population in matters of health, sanitation, nutrition, 

family planning and civic responsibilities; and motivate, organize and 

create·~nst~tutions for collective actions to improve and maintain community 
.:. ' ... ;. . . :' 

se~y.ices a~d facilities. The principles on which ~he over-all projects are .. :, 
based are also applied in fostering socio-economic development i.e. maxi~m 

participation of the people, use of existing institutions, adaptation to the 

specific conditions of ·each community and the use of a multisectoral approach 

to the problem. Each·: of the sites .~equired somewhat different tactics, but 

the ov~r-all strategy involved the same stages in each community: (i) mobi

lizing community participation; (ii) organizing and/0r supporting existing 

community organization~; (iii) training in· manag~tnent and technical skills; 

and (iv) institutionalizing changes in individual and group behaviour. 

1. Mobilizing community participation 

Mobilizing community participation requires several steps: informing 

community leaders and residents of the project concepts, identifying their 

priorities, overcoming initial scepticism, and motivating individuals to 

join in initial surveying and planning activities. 

/At 
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At the outset, meetings were held with community leaders, both formal 

and informal, to inform them about 'the project concepts and to elicit from 

them their views on problems and needs which should be given priority. 

Initial reacti'ons were generally not favourable toward the integrated 

approach and instead some specific immediate need, such as flooding or lack 

of water, '9'a:s identified as the only real problem. This priority problem 

was gradually linked to the other problems of the community through a series 

of discussions. 

In some cases, the project was nearly rejected because it could not 

completely solve the priority problem identified. For example, in Surabaya 

the flooding of the project community was part of a general problem of 

drainage for the whole city which could not be wholly remedied simply ~y 

internal improvement of drainage. Similarly, the water supply problem in 

the Manila project was due to a general problem of water supply in the city. 

In order to overcome initial scepticism, some interim measures to bring 

partial relief on the priority problem were needed. 

After overcoming the initial scepticism, the need for a system 

approach to community problems was explained, often by commUnity residents 

who showed a remarkable sophistication in understanding the ·interdependence 

·of various problems. In the end it was the explanations of community opinion' 

leaders which convinced "the community to accept the integrated ·approach for 

improvement. 

Once commu~ity leaders accepted the project concept, they were asked 

to help recruit and organize residents to help in surveying and planning for 
; 

the project. In the Indonesian projects the field surveyors were all hired 

from amon~ community residents. The surveys were carried out using photo• 

copies of enlarged aerial photos on which socio-economic as well as physical 

survey information was directly recorded. The residents participating in 

the survey were given one day of training and a supervisor was on-site to 

clarify problems during the survey. The aerial photo technique was very 

effect~ve in arousing interest in the project and gave the surveyors and 

community leaders a new perspective on their community. This aerial-photo 

self-help survey technique is described in a separate article.l/ 

/In 

1/ Hasan Poerbo and Clarence Shubert, ''The use of a.eria.l photographs 
and self:ilelp Surveys in integrated tna.rginal Settlements p'roj ects ", Economic 
Bulletin for Asia and the Pacific, Vol .. XXIX, No. 2, December 197-8 (Bangkok, 
United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, 1979). 
(Forthcoming). 
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In all project sites the community ·leaders met frequently with the 

project management, project consultants and city government .officials to discuss 
·' 

plans for the various comppnepts of the projects. These'discussions were often . . 
anima~ed and time-consuming. Once a general agreement on priorities, timing, 

' . . . ' . 
location, methods and s'trategies for improvement was achiev~d, the projects . 

. . . . . 
were officially l~uqched with a public ceremony attended by various gove~ment 

officials. These opening ceremonies were used as an opportunity to show 

displays, give demonstrations and provide information on various components. 

Community residents we.re given an opportunity to tegister for training courses, 

join in cornmi ttees, and indicate their interest in participat·i:ng in various· 

acti vi.ties. These ceremonies and dem~~~ t·rations were· a crucial step in 

informing and mod.vadng participation of the majority of residents who are not 

generally involved i~ the community leaQership'group. 

2 ~ Organizing. and supporting community organizations 

The type, level .ar.d. character of existing community orga~izations were 

different in every community. Barrio Escopa had strong authorita~~~.cornmunity 

leaders who controlled riva~ areas. Kedungdoro had a council of strong I' 

neigl_lpourhood leaders WhO W,Ofked together With little central.i?ed authority, . 

Cikutra had a few strong leaders who guided and controlled community activities, 
' It'• 

and. Babakan Surabaya had no str~ng leadership at any level. Aside from the 

formal political leaders, there were a. number of inform~l leaders in each 

community who sometimes disagreed with the formal leaders. There were also a 

number of specialized organizations in the di.fferent communities such. as: 

sports clubs, women's groups and savings associations. These oreanizations also 

varied greatly from community to community and many of them were complete;ly 

inact i v'e. 

In; .all. :·~p.ses, some modification in the primary leadership organi.~a~i.on 

" 

was needed. This was .not done formally in most cases but rather through . 

encouraging informal leaders and leaders of specialized associations to particiP,ate 

in the P.lanning discussions. In some cases, specific strat~g.ie~ .. to break down 

intra:-coll}!l1UJ1ity rivalry. and develop more co-operative relatio~ships had to be 

devised. For e·xample, trying to organize multiple garbage collection systepts 

or credit co-operatives to cater to the dema.nds of rival groups was clearly not 

acceptable. 
,to. 

' . .•: /Strategies 
! •,. 
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Strat~gies for broadening the community leadership structure and 

increasing co-operation -among different groups or areas in the community· 

varied considerably. In the Philippines project the strategy was to insist 

on community-wide organizations for garbage collection, management'of 

recreation facilities and the credit union rather than channelling project 

activities through the four Barangay organizations. The Barangay leaders 

were still influential, but their competitiveness was channelled into· 

trying to influence and show leadership in community-wide organizations 

rather than creating their own separate organizations. 

In the Indonesian projects the strategy was to revitalize the 

existing Social Development Association (LSD) at the village level by using 

it as the forum for planning meetings related to the project. The LSD was 

established in all villages by the national government, but in urban areas 

it never really became active and has generally performed few-significant 

functions. This strategy did create a forum for general planning discussions, 

although it was not uniformly successful in revitalizing the.LSD. However, 

the large size of the communities (6,000 to 8,000 families) required some 

lower-level organization to channel many project activities. Therefore, it 

was decided to create five field stations in each community. Each field 

station serves about three neighbourhoods and is associated with a demons

tration area. The field stations are a place to be used for training 
, 

activities, meetings of community organizations, demonstration and information 

centres, and a contact point between project and city government o~ficials 

and community residents. ·As in the Philippines project, the ne~ghbourhood 

leaders (RWs) were encouraged to choose the site and organize the activities 

of the field stations, but again this required inter-neighbourhood co-operation. 

Aside from the over~all planning and multipurpose community organi• 

zations, a number of specialized organizations were needed to carry out 

project activities. Among others these included a saving and credit 

association to channel small'business and home l~provement loans; associa

tions to manage common recreation and cultural facilities; a garbage collection 

and recycling organization; ·a group of health cadres for training residents . . 
and disseminating information- on nutrition, sanitation~ etc.; and organizations 

for supporting various business enterprises in the community. 

/To 
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To the extent possible, existing organizations and/or trained 

persons in the commun~ty were used in organizing these activities. 
l' J. • 

However, so~e adaptation ·and additional training was always needed. For 
.. · }'. . 

examp~e, in the Philippines project, although no. -cr~<jlit ·union for a 

squatter community had ever been organized, it was possible to find 
;·. 

several residents with previous experience as· o££-icers of _credit unions 

in other contexts. Similarly one 'of the credit co-operatives in the 

Indonesia project was organized with the help of a resident who was an 

experienced branch ~nager for the city market bank. The gar~age recycling 

organization is guided by residents who are already involved in various 

aspects of scrap recycling •. In the Philippines, fo~r nutrition cadres 

had previously been trained by a national institution so they have been 

brought. into the health and nutrition c~mpaign. ~n one community in 

Indonesia a small·health insurance association had already beea organized 

by a religious groupo The organizers of the scheme were brought'' in to 

help train and organize people in other neighbourhoods. 
~ ., . 

However, the general lack of well trained and skilled managers and 

- technicians in the project communities, did require a broad range of 

t~aining programmes. 

3. Training programmes 

Several types of training. p~cgrammes were introduced: community 

developm~~t- and leadership; health, nutrition sanitation and family planning; 

management for businesses and co-operatives; and skills and vocational 

training. The nature of the training varied considerably according to 

the subject matter and-character of the participants. 

Community development and leadership training ~as initiated through 

training related to sports'rand recreati6n activities in the ,~nila and 

Surabaya projects. These activities provide.a natural entry point in which 

there is fairly broad participation and where socio-political problems are 

minimal. This strategy resulted in one of the first community-wide· ·organi

zations in the Manila project community which was a major breakthr·ough in 

reducing rivalry-and encouraging co~operation among various factions in 

. the community. Similarly, the_.-~nit;ial emphasis on sports trai,rting in.-:. 
·' . 

Surabaya bf.oadened c~nity. par-ticipation to include many.young, unemplayed 

school dropouts ~ho represent a major underutiliz~d community Fesource. The 

sports training also complements the physical development· of the cotmmlnit_y 

. J 

l 

::::::i:;o:::i~:~::.which is a part of a strategy for physicaliy :::::::::ng I 
! 
·: 
i 
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Training ~n comm~.mity develo~~nt has. ~een conducted by schools of 

social work for field workers including residen,t and non-resident students. 

Their role in the field was to co~ordina.te other training and to motivate 
,, 1 

and organize the residents for V~Fious community development activities. 

Communitr leaders were trained thro~gh a se~~~s of meetings or seminars to 

discuss and resolve specific community prol:>_lems. In adgition a few were given 
,r , . .·· 

formal short-term t;raining in community development and management. 

Health training included nutrition, sanitation, mother and child care, 

family planning and immunization·. , In the Indonesian projects the Universit-y. 

Medical Faculty consultants and local health authorities conducted formal.·'· 

training for sev.eral persons from each neighbourhood ·to c~eate a group of 

abour 40 health cadres in each communityo The training was conducted for 

several hours each evening over a period of three weeks. Following training, 

a ~~eding and weighipg_ programme for malnourished.chi~qren was carried out 

by the trained cadres with supervision from the Medical Faculty Staff and 

interns. This is_ to l?e followed up by a training/information campaign 
. ' ' 

carried out by the cadres under supervision of local health authorities 
I '' 1,. 

and th~ consultants. In the Bandung project, the health workers from a 
. . 

nearby private hospital who had previously done much work in the community 
!,·,, 

were v'ery helpful as trainers and organizers. 

In the Philippin~s project, health services and training was. carried 
'. '• ' 

out bY, sey~ral different groups. An initia.l health study and survey revealed 

that a number of health-related services were already being provided including . ,'• . -
a new ~ealth centre, four previo~sly trained health and nutrition cadres, 

periodi~. health worker visits, and sever~l medical institutions close by . ~ . . 
includ-ing the Social Welfare Rehabqitatio_n Centre for handicapped people 

ma~y of whpm :reside in t~? project community. Therefore, it was not deemed 

neces~~ry. t? ~?ye a comp~ehe~~ive health trafning and health services 

programme, but rather to compliment existing services and facilities. 

Extensive, t~'aiiting in public. -sanitation and its i·elationship 'to various 

disea~~~-···.was c'a·hied C>ut .. by the. waste management component cortsuitaut who 
• # •• 

• ~ • • ·- • • ',. t • ' 

is a medical doctor. A nutrition training and child feeding ·and weighing 
:..,. r '"""· ·'· .· .. . ' 

prograiiilJle waf? _carried out· for mothe·rs· of malnourished children. One interestr~ 
f.~ "": ••• J .:.. : . :. .• ~·) ; ~ "' 

ing variation was the· ·c.oriibination of· nutrition training with 'classes and 

programme~ .. for food production, processing, preservati~n and preparation 

not only-·for mothers but for existing food vendors and the establishment 

of a small food processing enterprise. 

/Vocational 
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Vocational or skills training ·was· organized in all, project siteli. 

The methods ~ere varied a~cording to the opportunities and resources existing. 

In some cases nearby companies .who are potential employE)rs .. are being contacted 

to voluntarily train persons suitable for Wbrking in their platltS e. 'In the 

case of Surabaya, it w~s found that_over one hundred people in the community 

had s.ome· skill in which they were.'_willing to traii{·bthers.· ·Thus. inost., traiJ;lit;tg 

in the community is being done by~residents with the project providing the 
j•' • ' 

eqtitiment, arranging a place in the field station and providing a modest 

payment for the instructor.· Another major resource for training is existing 

vocational training insti~~tions and government agencies. The projects' 

role is to. organize, provide incentives and facilitate train~ng rather than 

to directly undertake training. This method also has the advantage of 

developing natur'al linkages between the trainees arid prospective employers.· 

Managemerlt training for small businesses arid co~operatives is. also· a 

significan~ activity. One somewhat controversial aspect was motivation.or 

achievement orientation training which was used in the Philippines prej ect-, 

but not in the Indonesi~n projects. Previous experience with it in Indonesia:· 

had resulted in what was· considered anti-social behaviour by_ those trained; •·,·~ .. 
•r 

Management training was initiated-th~ough.training of·members and 

particularly officers· of the credit union or co-~perative which is the channel 

for home improvement and s~ll business ·loans programmes. In the Philippines 

the laws regulating co-operatives developlnent'require extensive training 

and the~e are continuous, courses· lasting severai weeks to t~ain new members. 

In addition the officers, staf~ and manager of the co-oper:ative ~re given ··.' .. 
specialized_.tr~ining_ in accounting, budgeting, loan application analysis, 

and other general management subjects. Once the credit co-operatives were'· . ..) .. 
,1 • •• 

established they then became a means of identifying those in need,of training 

or technical assistance ori the baeis·of their small business lo~n applications. 

Management tra~ning was provided to several.pifferent·groups: those 

identified and screened through a process o£ applications and int-erviews·; 

those involved -in managing a: specifically project-related enterpris·e such 

as credit co-operative, recycling centre, food processing centre, or ·building 

materials and construction contractors; and those requesting small."usiness 

loans through the credit co-operative. 

.f4. 
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4. Instituffonalizing. behavioural changes 

The projects have just entered this stage and it is difficult to 

see whether or not 'the training, organization and mobilization of the people. 

can now be consolida~ed and made a permanent and self-perpetuating, feature 

of til~' connnuriitie~!., future development. The monitoring and evaluation 

systems·~ .. both inte·rnal and external, play a key role. in identifying when 

and where 'further short .. t-erm training and technical assistance rna~ .. be. needecj 

to correct and guide the process of institutionalizing the behavioural 

changes introduced. 

One of the main means of institUtionalizing changes in behaviour 

is to create a special .~nterest group which derives some financial' or social 

benefit from it. In the Philippines project "eco-aides" are being selected' 
'4 " • 

and trained to pick up a.nd recycle garbage and trash. The expectation is that 
' . . . . ' ' . _: ~.! : ' . . . 

the income from recycled ~terials will ?BY for the services of the eco~afdes. 

Simiiarly, nothers trciimid 'under the nutrition and food pr.ocessing component 

see visible improvem~nts'in ~alnourished childrep and will be given an 

opportunity to·participate in·a food processing enterprise •. In the Indonesian 

projects the health cadres are already obtaining some.obs~rvable social 

benefit in terms of impr6ving their status in the community. The benefits 

to be derived by parU·Cipan·ts'· iii. ~nagement and skills training are more 

obviou·s and can be documented in terms of new 'j.obs, ·higher income, highe~ 

profits, new businesses sta.rted and so on. 

The more general benefits to the'community and society are somewhat 

less tangible but nonetheless -important·.· .These benefits include such things 

as a· more co-operative spirit among comrrunity residents, a more opt.imistiic 

attitude about the future of the community,. greater awa.reness of the importan~e 

of environmental sanitation and nutrition,. and _pride in the co1lll'llllnity and in 

the new 'and· improved homes being constructed b.y the people the~elves. • In 

the Philippines project where the community is much smaller and the impact 

of the project is therefore more intense, these benefits are beginning to 

be observable and are clearly perceived by the community residents themselves. 
•' 

It is the reinforcement of their own perception of the benefits being derived 

which will finally establish the newly learned behaviour as a regular life

style. 

/One 
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One major problem may be that the physical' -in-frastructure improvements 

needed to support new behaviour patterns affecting the environment such as 

garbage collection carts, composting plants, sewage recycling systems, 

improved toilets, .improved water supply etc., have lagged behind the training 

and organizing activities. If these cannot be provided very soon, the opportunity 

to turn newly learned behaviour into long-term habits may be lost. It appears 

, that these developments will take place, although somewhat behind schedule, if 

project support can be sustained for long enough. The extreme~y long period 

(one and a half years) needed to mobilize and organize participation, not only 

of the community but also of city and national government agencies has created 

a problem of credibility. The lack of any apparent physical changes in the 

first year and a half of the projects gives the impression that nothing is being 

dot'le, .-especially for those policy makers accustomed to dealing only with physical 

or financial aspects of housing projects or marginal settlement improvement. . ~ . ' 

These problems can probably be overcome as the investment in motivating,_ 

training and organizing people begins to beaJ: fruit in .the form of spontaneous 

improvements of housing, environmental sanitation and other visible aspects o~ 

community improvement. But even if these expected changes do take place, ~t 

will be diff-icu~t to-trace the cause and effect relationship. The-monitoring 

and evaluation system is essential in identifying how the effects and impacts 

relate back to the •multiple socio-economic and physical inputs of _these integrated 
~-

improvement projects. 

· The monitoring and evaluation system devised for the project is necessarily 

quite complex. It includes-both quantitative and qualitative methods which 

focus on the process of implementation as well as inputs, outputs and effects. 

These methods include comprehensive before and after surveys, analysis of 

periodic reports on implementation, participant observation, and case studies 

of particularly significant aspects. In addition, an independent anthropological 

study of selected families in the community is being under-taken. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

People are the most important resource in the less developed countries 

of the Asia and Pacific region. Thus the most effective development strategy 

is to use human resources intensively in combination with limited capital 

investment where possible. The process of mobilizing, creating and using 

the human resources available in marginal settlements have been described 

above. It is not a simple process, but it has the advantage that the 

mobilization of human resources creates resources in addition to consuming 

them. 

The integrated approach, and particularly its socio-economic components, 

is designed to attack the underlying causes and not only the physical symtoms 

of marginal settlement problems. Success of an improvement programme for 

marginal settlements should be measured not only by the introduction of 

improved physical infrastructure and viable technological solu~ions, but 

in the change inlife-styles, productivity and attitudes of the population 

which will .determine the long-term evolution of the community; 

-----------------------------


